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Abstract

This study demonstrates a weakness in how n-gram and PCFG surprisal are used to
predict reading times in eye-tracking data. In particular, the information conveyed by
words skipped during saccades is not usually included in the surprisal measures. This
study shows that correcting the surprisal calculation improves n-gram surprisal and that
upcoming n-grams affect reading times, replicating previous findings of how lexical fre-
quencies affect reading times. In contrast, the predictivity of PCFG surprisal does not
benefit from the surprisal correction despite the fact that lexical sequences skipped by
saccades are processed by readers, as demonstrated by the corrected n-gram measure.
These results raise questions about the formulation of information-theoretic measures
of syntactic processing such as PCFG surprisal and entropy reduction when applied to
reading times.

1 Introduction

Rare words and constructions produce longer reading times than their more frequent coun-
terparts. Such effects can be captured by n-grams and by probabilistic context-free grammar
(PCFG) surprisal. Surprisal theory predicts reading times will be directly proportional to the
amount of information which must be processed, as calculated by a generative model, but the
surprisal measures commonly used in eye-tracking studies omit probability estimates for words
skipped in saccades. Therefore, the generative model assumed by those studies does not ac-
count for the information contributed by the skipped words even though those words must be
processed by readers.1 This deficiency can be addressed by summing surprisal measures over
the saccade region (see Figure 1), and the resulting cumulative n-grams have been shown to
be more predictive of reading times than the usual non-cumulative n-grams (van Schijndel and
Schuler, 2015). However PCFG surprisal, which has a similar deficiency when non-cumulatively
modeling reading times, has not previously been found to be predictive when accumulated over
saccade regions.

This paper uses a reading time corpus to investigate two accumulation techniques (pre- and
post-saccade) and finds that both forms of accumulation improve the fit of n-gram surprisal
to reading times. However, even though accumulated n-grams demonstrate that the lexical
sequence of the saccade region is processed, PCFG surprisal does not seem to be improved by
either accumulation technique. The results of this work call into question the usual formulation
of PCFG surprisal as a reading time predictor and suggest future directions for investigation of
the influence of upcoming material on reading times.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

1The present work merely accounts for the processing load introduced by the words initially skipped by a
progressive saccade. This correction is consistent with any process by which those words could be processed:
predictive processing, parafoveal processing, or subsequent regression. Since all of those methods would con-
tribute load during the associated duration (e.g,. first pass time), reading time predictivity should improve if the
complexity metrics account for the additional load.
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Bigram: The
1

red apple that the
2

girl ate . . .

Cumulative Bigram: The
1

red apple that the
2

girl ate

X : bigram targets X: bigram conditions

Figure 1: Eye movements jump between non-adjacent fixation regions (1, 2), while traditional
n-gram measures are conditioned on the preceding adjacent context, which is never generated by
the typical surprisal models used in eye-tracking studies. Cumulative n-grams sum the n-gram
measures over the entire skipped region in order to better capture the information that readers
need to process.

2 Data

This work makes use of the University College London (UCL) eye-tracking corpus (Frank et
al., 2013). Previous reading time studies have often used the Dundee corpus (Kennedy et al.,
2003), which only has data from 10 subjects. In contrast, the UCL corpus has reading time data
from 43 subjects who read sentences drawn from a series of self-published online novels. The
sentences in the corpus were presented as isolated sentences and in a random order.

The present work uses half of the corpus (every other sentence) for exploratory analyses,
while the rest of the corpus is set aside for significance testing. The corpus was parsed using
the van Schijndel et al. (2013) left-corner parser, which outputs a wide variety of incremental
complexity metrics computed during parsing (such as PCFG surprisal). 5-gram back-off n-
gram probabilities were computed for each word using the KenLM toolkit (Heafield et al., 2013)
trained on Gigaword 4.0 (Graff and Cieri, 2003). Models were fit to Box-Cox transformed first-
pass reading times for all experiments in this paper (λ ≈ 0.02; Box and Cox, 1964).2 Fixation
data was excluded from analysis if the fixation occurred on the first or last word of a sentence
or line or if it followed an unusually long saccade, defined here and in previous work (Demberg
and Keller, 2008) as a saccade over more than 4 words (2.5% of the UCL corpus).

3 Experiments

3.1 Cumulative n-gram surprisal

N -gram surprisal is conditioned on the preceding context (see Equation 1). As stated in the
introduction, however, direct use of this factor in a reading time model ignores the fact that
some or all of the preceding context may not be generated if the associated lexical targets were
not previously fixated by readers (see Figure 1). The lack of a generated condition results in
a probability model that does not reflect the influence of words skipped during saccades. This
deficiency can be corrected by accumulating n-gram surprisal over the entire saccade region (see
Equation 2).

n-gram(w, i) = −log P(wi | wi−n . . . wi−1) (1)

cumu-n-gram(w, ft−1, ft) =
ft∑

i=ft−1+1

−log P(wi | wi−n . . . wi−1) (2)

where w is a vector of input tokens, ft−1 is the index of the previous fixation, ft is the index of
the current fixation.

The linear mixed model3 that was used in this experiment included item, subject, and sentence
2The Box-Cox transform helps make the distribution of reading times more normal.
3A linear mixed model is a linear regression technique that separately estimates the variance for generalizable

(fixed) population-level factors (e.g., human sensitivity to word length) and for non-generalizable (random) factors
(e.g., each subject’s individual sensitivity to word length).
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ID-crossed-with-subject random intercepts4 as well as by-subject random slopes and fixed effects
for the following predictors: sentence position (sentpos), word length (wlen), region length
(rlen),5 whether the previous word was fixated (prevfix), 5-grams and cumulative 5-grams.
Likelihood ratio tests were used to compare the mixed model with and without fixed effects for
the 5-gram measures (see Table 1). In line with previous findings on the Dundee corpus (van
Schijndel and Schuler, 2015), cumulative 5-grams provide a significant improvement over basic
n-grams (p < 0.001), but unlike previous work, basic n-grams do not improve over cumulative
n-grams on this corpus (p > 0.05). The benefit of cumulative n-grams suggests that the lexical
processing of words skipped during a saccade has a time cost similar to directly fixated words.

3.2 Cumulative PCFG surprisal

Probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG) surprisal is similar to n-gram surprisal in that it is
also conditioned on preceding context, but PCFG surprisal is conditioned on hierarchic structure
rather than on linear lexical sequences (see Equation 3). PCFG surprisal, therefore, suffers from
the same deficiency as non-cumulative n-gram surprisal when modeling reading times: the
condition context is never generated by the model.

PCFG(w, i) = −log P(Ti = wi | T1 . . . Ti−1 = w1 . . . wi−1) (3)

cumu-PCFG(w, ft−1, ft) =
ft∑

i=ft−1+1

−log P(Ti = wi | T1 . . . Ti−1 = w1 . . . wi−1) (4)

where w is a vector of input tokens, ft−1 is the index of the previous fixation, ft is the index of
the current fixation, T is a random variable over syntactic trees and Ti is a terminal symbol in
a tree.

This experiment tested both PCFG surprisal predictors as fixed effects over the baseline
from the previous section (now including cumulative n-gram surprisal as a fixed and by-subject
random effect). Accumulated PCFG surprisal (see Equation 4) did not improve reading time
fit (p > 0.05), unlike n-gram surprisal, which replicates a previous result using the Dundee
corpus (van Schijndel and Schuler, 2015). In fact, not even basic PCFG surprisal was predictive
(p> 0.05) over this baseline model in the UCL corpus, whereas it was predictive over this baseline
in the Dundee corpus. Posthoc testing on the exploratory data partition revealed that PCFG
surprisal becomes predictive on the UCL corpus when the n-gram predictors are removed from
the baseline (p < 0.001), which could indicate that PCFG surprisal may simply help predict
reading times when the n-gram model is too weak. Alternatively, since UCL sentences were
chosen for their brevity during corpus construction, there just may not be enough syntactic
complexity in the corpus to provide an advantage to PCFG surprisal over the n-gram measures,
which would explain why PCFG surprisal is still predictive for Dundee reading times where
there is greater syntactic complexity.

However, since cumulative n-gram surprisal is a better predictor of reading times than basic
n-gram surprisal, it is conceivable that some other cumulative PCFG surprisal feature could
still show up as predictive of UCL reading times even when basic PCFG surprisal fails to be
predictive on this corpus. The next experiment formulates a new calculation of cumulative
surprisal to explore this possibility.

3.3 Cumulative successor surprisal

In addition to past context, reading times can be influenced by the upcoming words that follow
a fixation. Such effects have been observed for orthographic and lexical influences and are
called successor effects (Kliegl et al., 2006). This section explores whether such successor effects

4A random intercept was added for sentence ID-crossed-with-subject in order to account for the problem of
repeatedly drawing trials from the same sentential context.

5Region length measures the number of words in the associated first pass region.
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Model
N -gram vs Cumu-N -gram
β Log-Likelihood AIC

Baseline −12702 25476
Base+Basic 0.035 −12689∗ 25451
Base+Cumulative 0.055 −12683∗ 25440
Base+Both −12683∗ 25442

Baseline random slopes: sentpos, wlen, rlen, prevfix, 5-gram, cumu-5-gram
Baseline fixed effects: sentpos, wlen, rlen, prevfix

Table 1: Goodness of fit of n-gram models to reading times in the UCL corpus. Significance
testing was performed between each model and the models in the section above it. Significance
for the Base+Both model applies to improvement over its Base+Basic model. ∗ p < .001

Model
Future-N -grams vs Future-PCFG
β Log-Likelihood AIC

Baseline −12276 24642
Base+Future-N -grams 0.034 −12259∗ 24610
Base+Future-PCFG 0.025 −12266∗ 24624
Base+Both −12259∗ 24612

Baseline random slopes: sentpos, wlen, rlen, prevfix, cumu-5-gram, future-5-grams, future-
PCFG
Baseline fixed effects: sentpos, wlen, rlen, prevfix, cumu-5-gram

Table 2: Goodness of fit of future n-grams and future surprisal to reading times. Significance
testing was performed between each model and the models in the section above it. Signifi-
cance for the Base+Both model applies to improvement over the Base+Future-PCFG model.
∗ p < 0.001

will generalize to something as latent as the syntactic structure underlying upcoming lexical
material. That is, instead of accumulating the surprisal condition over the region prior to and
including each fixated target, this section attempts to accumulate upcoming syntactic structure
over the region following each fixated target. Using the example in Figure 1, part of the time
spent at fixation 1 might be caused by the complexity of the upcoming material: ‘apple’, ‘that’,
etc. Therefore, this work compares the predictivity of future cumulative n-gram surprisal (see
Equation 5) and future cumulative PCFG surprisal (see Equation 6) over the n-gram baseline
from Section 3.2 on the UCL corpus (see Table 2).

future-n-gram(w, ft, ft+1) =
ft+1∑

i=ft+1

−log P(wi | wi−n . . . wi−1) (5)

future-PCFG(w, ft, ft+1) =
ft+1∑

i=ft+1

−log P(Ti = wi | T1 . . . Ti−1 = w1 . . . wi−1) (6)

where again w is a vector of input tokens, ft is the index of the current fixation, ft+1 is the index
of the next fixation, T is a random variable over syntactic trees and Ti is a terminal symbol in
a tree.

Future cumulative PCFG surprisal ceases to be predictive when future-n-grams are in the
model, though future-n-grams are predictive over future PCFG surprisal (p < 0.001). Therefore,
while future PCFG surprisal appears to be a significant predictor of reading times on its own
(p < 0.001), it seems largely eclipsed by the upcoming lexical information. Further, the present
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study replicated this result on the Dundee corpus (Kennedy et al., 2003) where, although non-
cumulative PCFG surprisal is predictive over the n-gram baseline on that corpus, future-PCFG
surprisal is still not predictive (p > 0.05). Together, these findings suggest that PCFG surprisal
does not accumulate, despite evidence that skipped lexical items are processed with some time
cost.

3.4 Limitations of successor n-grams

Angele et al. (2015) demonstrated that the predictivity of successor effects cannot be exclusively
driven by parafoveal preview; instead, the influence of successor effects may arise from sequence
prediction, which could happen, for example, if the parser operates over super-lexical chunks
(Hale, 2014). This section investigates the extent of n-gram successor predictivity on the UCL
corpus. On the exploration partition, four cumulative 5-gram successor predictors are tested
which utilize look-ahead for 1-word, 2-words, 3-words, or 4-words.6 Each future n-gram variant
is evaluated based on how it improves over the baseline in Section 3.2. Although there are 3-
and 4-word saccades in the data, 2-word future n-grams provide the best fit to the data even on
the held-out data partition (p < 0.001). In contrast, Angele et al. (2015) previously found that
successor effects were mainly driven by the word following the target fixation, which suggests
that the successor effect observed by Angele et al. may only account for a subset of the successor
influences on reading times. It’s possible that parafoveal preview, which was not possible in
the masked condition of the Angele et al. (2015) study, accounts for the additional look-ahead
observed in this work (e.g., parafoveal look-ahead could help with the word following the target,
and the predictive effect observed by Angele et al. could help with the next word), but additional
investigation of this hypothesis is left for future work.

4 Discussion

This work has confirmed previous findings that cumulative n-grams provide a better model of
reading times than the typical non-cumulative reading times (van Schijndel and Schuler, 2015).
In addition, this work has confirmed previous findings that upcoming lexical items can affect
reading times in an n-gram successor effect (Kliegl et al., 2007; Angele et al., 2015), presumably
ruling out incompatible expectations before directly fixating on that material or so that such
material can be skipped via saccade. The fact that cumulative n-gram models strongly predict
reading times suggests PCFG surprisal should be similarly affected, but this work has failed to
find such an effect either before or at each given target word. The improved reading time fit for
accumulated n-gram surprisal suggests that the material skipped during a saccade is processed
with a reading time cost. Therefore, although PCFG surprisal has previously been found to
predict reading times over an n-gram baseline (Boston et al., 2008; Demberg and Keller, 2008),
the lack of accumulation raises questions about PCFG surprisal as a predictor of the reading
time influence of syntactic processing.

Finally, the existence of n-gram successor effects raises questions about other information-
theoretic measures such as entropy reduction (Hale, 2006). Entropy reduction measures the
change in uncertainty at each new word. In practice, the entropy of an observation is often
approximated by estimating uncertainty about the next word in a sequence given the preced-
ing observations, but this measurement does not make much sense if the following two words
are already being integrated along with the target observation (i.e. there is very little to no
uncertainty about the next word in the sequence). Thus, the frontier of processing must be
determined for a well-motivated measure of entropy reduction.

In conclusion, the results of this study provide greater insight into how lexical sequence infor-
mation is processed during reading, providing stronger baseline measures against which to test

6Each future n-gram variant is a forward 5-gram measure that accumulates over the given number of successor
words. Each only includes material up to the following fixation, so 4-word future n-grams compute future
cumulative n-gram probabilities up to four words ahead, but if the upcoming saccade is only two words long,
then 4-word future n-grams will only compute future n-gram probability for the upcoming two words.
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higher level theories of sentence processing in the future.
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